
Some of these resurrections are very romantic. Lovers disinter lovers.
Madame Renelle (formerly Mdlle. Sapauseade) died in 1810 ; was buried,
not in a vault, but in the ground ; M. Bossuet (a pour lilcratcur, but an
old lover), then in a remote part of France, having heard of her death,
undertook a long journey in order to get a lock of her hair. He dug her
up al midnight, and found her alive ! She married him forthwith—fled
to America—returned in twenty years to France ; whereupon M. Re-
nelle, banker, her husband, claimed his wife ; but the judges gave her
lo Bossuet. Now this lady, how live soever she might have been at her
interment, could not have remained so many days without fuel, food, air
and other conveniences!* * * * * * *

J propose the thermometer as a means of testing death, possessing, as it
does, superior certainty over that of the stethoscope. The latter method
lakes for granted, that in apparent death, the heart's action continues;
that it cannot be for a time suspended, and that its action can always be
heard ! The very analogies of apparent or temporary death seem to

oppose or contradict these assumptions. The analogies and the posi-
tive facts known of animal temperature, teach that, during life, the
body is not heated and cooled like inert matter. Place two or three
thermometers in the arm-pits—in the bend of the arm (ihe fore-arm
being flexed)—in the mouth and within ihe sphincters, to ascertain the
heat of the surface, and of centres (the rectum is the best and most
accessible centre). The application of the thermometer requires no

skill, and is open to the inspection of all, ami is a test for all (he warm-
blooded animals—at least for man. While the auscultalory tost lakes
for granted that there can be no temporary inaction of the heart, and
that all its motions can be heard ; the therniometiical test takes nothing
for granted without the most indubitable proof. Its great axiom is that
man, in bis living state, maintains an uniform temperature, independent
of the surrounding media ; while a dead man, like other inert matter,
has no independence of this kind, but steadily responds to, and is gov-
erned by, calorific conditions altogether physical—healing and being heat-
ed, receiving and radiating caloric. This is not the result of speculation,
but of prolonged and varied experimental research.

The refrigeration of the body before death, in cholera, congestion,
and the like, is not physical refrigeration, responding to the calorific
condition of the surrounding media ; it is a morbid, or physiological
caloricity, which, for a time, augments or continues stationary after death,
until it shall be replaced by physical refrigeration, as its phenomenal
history clearly shows.

NUMBER OF PHYSICIANS REQUIRED IN THE UNITED STATES.

[Dr. J. K. Mitchell, of the Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia,
in the following extract from his recent Charge to the graduates of that

* This penchant of resurrected wives for marrying lovers whom they had inconsiderately re-

jected, explains a maxim ascribed to a French philosopher, namely, marry whom you will you
will afterwards find that you have married quite another person. A case is related of a diffe-
rent character : the carriers of a dead lady, in turning, struck the coffin agaistacorner, which
rv-called the lady to life. Some years after, having died again, the husband charged the carriers
to be careful in turning the corners of the street.
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School, treats ol a matter which has been viewed in a different light
by some other writers.

Tbe immediate ellect of making an inadequate number of educated
physicians, is to throw into practice those who have not been properly
educated, and to encourage empiricism. Tbe remote effect of creating
too many graduates will be to render the professional rewards so small
as to drive the best talent of the country into other employments. To
avoid either extreme, seems therefore to be the proper policy of the
schools ; and that can be done only by gradually increasing the pre-
requisites for a degree ; for a hasty alteration of the present system,
would but increase the number of uneducated practitioners, by exalting
the means of instruction to a point of expense beyond the pecuniary
resources of the community, This is demonstrated by the fact that in
those parts of the country where the average means of the people do
not permit them to meet the expense of the present medical requisitions,
the great majority of practitioners have not attended even one public
course of professional instruction.

The number of medical men in the city and suburbs of Philadelphia
is four hundred and ninety-seven ; which, supposing the population to be
three hundred and fifty thousand, gives one physician for seven hundred
and four persons—a proportion about equal to thai of the capital of
Prussia. If we suppose that the same: proportion extends to the country
at huge, there should be. in a population of twenty-two millions, thirty-
one thousand two bundled and fifty physicians. This result is singularly
confirmed by the fact that a great publishing house in this city distributes
a gratuitous medical monthly paper to upwards of thirty thousand physi-
cians, of whom it has the names and addresses. If each of these physi-
cians continued to practise until he died, and if none of them abandoned
the profession, from indolence or the temptations of more lucrative oc-

cupations, and if professional exposure and unhealthy places did not
exalt the proportional mortality beyond that of the most salubrious resi-
dences, four hundred and thirty-nine physicians would die annually in the
United Stales. If we suppose that old age, bad health, the seductions
of other employments, and the acquirement of a competency, may
carry out of the profession not more than two individuals of every one

hundred, or two per cent., the profession will, from all these various
causes, lose six hundred and twenty-five persons annually. The increase
in the population of the United States by birth and immigration, amounts
now, lo not less than seven hundred thousand souls annually ; for whom,
according to the rate assumed, there will be required not less than nine
hundred and ninety-four doctors. Thus, then, to supply the loss bydeath, by desertion, and by the annual increase of population, there
should be created, every year, two thousand and fifty-eight graduates.
But the army and navy are to be supplied with physicians, and there
must be a large migration of medical men into the newly-acquired terri-
tories of the Union. Adventurous physicians are also scattered over the
world. One of my private pupils is practising medicine in China, an-
other at Manilla, and a third in California, while two of them arc seek-
ing for knowledge in the capital of France.
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A great number, perhaps a tenth of the existing-practitioners of the
United States, who are among the enumerated 31,¿50 doctors, are by
ignorance totally unfit for the duties which they have assumed. They
have never seen a college, and many of them have scarcely entered a
school of any kind. To supersede such men would demand the crea-
tion of at least three thousand graduates in medicine. To say, therefore,
that twenty-five hundred physicians should be annually created, would be
to make an assertion much within the bounds of truth.

A reference to the statistics of the medical schools of the LVited
Slaies, made by an able committee, lo the National Medical Association,
in May last, shows tlint the mean number of graduates for the last five
years, was twelve hundred and eight-three, the greatest number being, in
any one year, fourteen hunched and twenty-one, and the least one thous-
and and thirty-one.

Thus you perceive that scarcely half as many persons receive a de-
gree in medicine as tbe wants of the country demand, and (hat the
growth of empiricism is unhappily on the increase, because the expenses
of a medical education place its proper attainment beyond the reach of
most of the practitioners of the country, or because the masses are not

yet sufficiently educated to perceive the priceless value lo ihe community
of a well-instructed physician.

FIBROUS TUMOR OF THE UTERUS.

To the Editor of the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

Sir,—Believing that the following case will not be entirely devoid of
interest to the profession, I give it to you for publication if you think
of it as 1 do.

March 1st, 1849, 1 was requested to visit Mrs. W., laboring, as was

supposed, under leucorrhœa. 1 found her very much emaciated ; counte-
nance cadaverous ; pulse 70, small and easily compressed ; strength very
much reduced, so much so she was scarcely able to sit for a half hour.
Tongue clean ; appetite moderate ; bowels habitually costive. Age 26,
and of a bilious temperament ; menstrual periods regular, but excru-

ciatingly painful throughout llieir duration. She located ihe pain in the
centre of the pelvis and both groins, the right being tbe most painful.
She stated that on or near the last of September, 1848, she was attacked
with a chill which persisted four days. On the third day of the chill a

purulent discharge escaped from the vagina, which emitted a very offen-
sive odor. A physician was summoned ; and from that time until the
lime I saw her, she was treated with brandy and cinchona internally,
while in the mean time several astringent vaginal injections were used,
but without benefit.

On making a vaginal examination, a bard tumor was perceptible on
the right side, and external to the walls of the vagina, which tumor
would crowd the finger to the left, as it was gently moved along its
surface. The mass was about the size of a hen's egg, and somewhat
flattened. It seemed to spring from the neck of the womb, above that
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